7S

Classe 7 is designed to combine functionality, ergonomics and a contemporary look.
Classe 7 is an essential, versatile machine made from tough materials, such as aluminium and steel, so it is very
sturdy and reliable. Available in a 2 groups compact version, or with 2 and 3 groups

The textural finish of Classe 7 components is enhanced throughout, while fully exploiting the technological characteristics of each element.
The embossed black base and side panels confer greater assertiveness and personality to the product. To complete the features of this machine,
side-mounted shockproof bumpers made from a resilient and sophisticated non-scratch polymer material provide ample protection even when working
under pressure. The application of high-gloss stainless steel on the control, front and rear panels of the housing, together with group head covers in
chrome-plated Zamak, make Classe 7 an upscale product with a strikingly modern style.
The semiautomatic control on
this version ensures the machine
is easy to use and reliable in
every situation.

The machine has a hot water
dispenser with programmable
time-controlled dosing.

Classe 7 has an ergonomic
lighting system in the work area
to make the barista’s job easier
plus chrome group covers and all
the distinctive stylish accessories from the Rancilio range.

Classe 7S
Technical Features
independent heat exchangers
electric heating
incorporated volumetric pump
boiler pressure gauge
automatic water level control
boiler pressure control with pressurestat
standard and COMPACT version
LED lights in the work area (not available on the 2 groups COMPACT)
Classe 7S - 3 groups - front view

Standard features, accessories
STANDARD FEATURES: 1 filter holder for 2 cups per group, 1 filter holder for 1 cup,
2 steam wands, 1 hot water dispenser, coffee tamper, measuring scoop and cleaning
discs, levelling feet.
ACCESSORIES: automatic or manual DP water softener, MD dosing grinder,
interchangeable side panels.

Materials
high-gloss stainless steel and black painted aluminium panels

Technical Data
Classe 7S Compact - 2 groups - front view

2 GROUPS COMPACT
dimensions (W×D×H)
23.2×19.5×20.5 in (590×495×520 mm)

weight
121.2 lb (55 kg)

boiler power

voltage

3,200 W (120 V) - 3,000 W

120 V / 220-240 V / 380-415 V (3N)

boiler
5 l (1.1 galUK)
frequency
50/60 Hz

2 GROUPS
dimensions (W×D×H)
29.5×19.5×20.5 in (750×495×520 mm)

weight
136.7 lb (62 kg)

boiler power

voltage

3,200 W (120 V) - 4,300 W

120 V / 220-240 V / 380-415 V (3N)

boiler
11 l (2.4 galUK)
frequency
50/60 Hz

3 GROUPS
dimensions (W×D×H)
39.0×19.5×20.5 in (990×495×520 mm)

Classe 7S - 3 groups - rear view

weight
163.1 lb (74 kg)

boiler power

voltage

6,000 W

220-240 V / 380-415 V (3N)

boiler
16 l (3.5 galUK)
frequency
50/60 Hz

Standard
Automatic washing program

Ergonomic hydraulic module

Ergonomic lighting (*)

Ergonomic control panel

Kit Cool Touch (2 steam wands)

Electric cup warmer

ERGO-FILTER

HOLDER
Ergonomic filter holder

Ergonomic work surface

On demand

Ergonomic steam control

Manual steam wand (*)

Gas heating (*)

Pod and capsule adaptor

www.ranciliogroup.com
www.facebook.com/RancilioGroup
Rancilio Group Channel

(*) not available for 2 groups COMPACT version

